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Act of interposition in accordance with the doctrine of lesser
magistrates

This action is by the herein enacted “Committee of Safety'' with lawful authority of “The United
States of America” and forty-eight contiguous several States of the Union under the first in Time
first in right “Articles of Confederation” amended March 06, 2022 enacted by and through the
population of people established lawfully in Bilateral Social Compact Agreement. Contact
information found in the following website http://theafr.org/ This action of interposition in
accordance with the doctrine of lesser magistrates, Universal Declaration Of Human Rights, and
the Law of Nations as written by Emerich de Vattel, published in 1758 defining the Conduct of
Sovereigns.

The Lawful Sovereign Offices of: Sheriff and Governor in all forty-eight contiguous States of
the Union are hereby enacted by and through the aforementioned lawful constitutional
legislature within the herein enacted “Committee of Safety” in the several States of the Union,
body politic Society. Every inhabitant acting from an inferior  corporate society through the
contract AKA. Unwritten constitutional office, being served this notice, is hereby commissioned
and delegated limited lawful authority to end wars of attrition caused by acts of inferior corporate
legislative congress, punishing people and or persons without lawful trial by and through bills of
attainder.

The war of attrition is hereby defined: warfare by attrition, is the corporate congressional
military style strategy consisting of belligerent attempts to win their war by wearing down lawful
constitutional people in the several States of the Union “The United States of America” ratified
1781-2021-2022” to the point of operational collapse, thereby perpetuating a permanent state of
Statelessness, by and through aforementioned acts of inferior congress. The aforementioned
acts of inferior corporate congressional legislation prevents necessities of society which forces
all inhabitants of society into aggression upon itself enabling perpetual submission to inferior
congressional legislation. Source https://lonang.com/library/reference/vattel-law-of-nations/

http://theafr.org/
https://lonang.com/library/reference/vattel-law-of-nations/


CHAPTER 11 Of the Sovereign Who Wages an Unjust War § 183. An unjust war gives no right
whatsoever. § 187. Whether the nation and the military are bound to anything. The restitution of
conquests, of prisoners, and of all property that still exists in a recoverable state, admits of no
doubt when the injustice of the war is acknowledged. The nation in her aggregate capacity, and
each individual particularly concerned, being convinced of the injustice of their possession, are
bound to relinquish it, and to restore every thing which they have wrongfully acquired. But, as to
the reparation of any damage, are the military, the generals, officers and soldiers, obliged in
conscience to repair the injuries which they have done, not of their own will, but as instruments
in the hands of their sovereign?

CHAPTER 14 Of the Right of Postliminium § 204. Definition of the right of postliminium1 THE
right of postliminium is that in virtue of which persons and things taken by the enemy are
restored to their former state, on coming again into the power of the nation to which they
belonged.2 § 205. Foundation of this right. The sovereign is bound to protect the persons and
property of his subjects, and to defend them against the enemy. When, therefore, a subject, or
any part of his property, has fallen into the enemy's possession, should any fortunate event
bring them again into the sovereign's power, it is undoubtedly his duty to restore them to their
former condition, — to re-establish the persons in all their rights and obligations, to give back
the effects to the owners, — in a word, to replace every thing on the same footing on which it
stood previous to the enemy's capture. The justice or injustice of the war makes no difference in
this case, — not only because, according to the voluntary law of nations, the war, as to its
effects, is reputed just on both sides, but likewise because war, whether just or not, is a national
concern; and, if the subjects who fight or suffer in the national cause, should, after they have,
either in their persons or their property, fallen into the enemy's power, be, by some fortunate
incident, restored to the hands of their own people, there is no reason why they should not be
restored to their former condition. It is the same as if they had never been taken. If the war was
just on the part of their nation, they were unjustly captured by the enemy; and thus nothing is
more natural than to restore them as soon as it becomes possible. If the war is unjust, they are
under no greater obligation to suffer in atonement for its injustice than the rest of the nation.
Fortune brings down the evil on their heads when they are taken: she delivers them from it
when they escape. Here, again, it is the same as if they never had been captured. Neither their
own sovereign, nor the enemy, has any particular right over them. The enemy has lost by one
accident what he had gained by another. § 206. How it takes effect. Persons return, and things
are recovered, by the right of postliminium, when, after having been taken by the enemy, they
come again into the power of their own nation (§ 204). This right, therefore, takes effect as soon
as such persons or things captured by the enemy fall into the hands of soldiers belonging to
their own nation, or are brought back to the army, the camp, the territories of their sovereign, or
the places under his command.



We, the people in “The United States of America” hereby reject the aforementioned state of
Statelessness and war of attrition, by and through service of this notice, We the people make
peace. This limited delegation of authority creates this duty of inferior officers to take action

being enacted as lawful officers. This is your call to lawful duty ending your restrictions of the
person you have been bound to by private contractual corporate inferior society! Replacing

rightful people of the several States through international treaties and or licensing, with foreign
associations is hereby forbidden. Perpetuating the aforementioned war of attrition as inferior
officers is the international war crime of genociding people of the several States of the Union

“The United States of America''
This Act of interposition in accordance with the doctrine of lesser magistrates hereby effective

and ordered,
on 03/11/22 by and through

Sean Will Gary Beller
Authorized Signature-Autograph

Office of President,
Committee of Safety

Witness, Affiant

Joshua Roy Eddy                             Jason Daniel Sapp
Authorized Signature-Autograph         Authorized Signature-Autograph
Committee of Safety, Witness,            Committee of Safety, Witness,

Affiant                                                  Affiant

Mark McQueen
Authorized Signature-Autograph

Secretary of State, Committee of Safety,
International Arbiter,  Witness, Affiant


